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HT-Libraries

- Humanities and Theology
- SOL- and LUX-library
- Subject librarians
  - Erik Svanström: Erik.Svanstrom@htbibl.lu.se
  - Anja Hoppe (Stand-in: 15th of September – 15th of December 2014): Anja.Hoppe@htbibl.lu.se
- Subject guides
Why referencing? And how?

- Academic writing / academic honesty
- Plagiarism
- Systems: e.g. APA, Harvard, MLA, Oxford, Vancouver
- Types of in-text citations:
  - Direct quotation – quotation marks
  - Paraphrasing
  - Summary of a longer text
- Include a full reference at the end
The Harvard system

• Author-date reference system

• Several versions, but small differences – *If you use several manuals, check that you are consistent with your punctuation!*

• No footnotes or endnotes
The Harvard system

• In-text citation (examples by Pears and Shields (2013)):
  – A comparative study conducted by Bowman and Jenkins (2011), on properties built within the last twenty years and older houses, clearly illustrated […]
  – Further studies show that the amount of energy needed to heat our homes can have an ever-increasing impact on both the environment and family finances (BBC, 2010; Department of the Environment, 2011; Hampson & Carr, 2011). However, there is some criticism in the literature of the conflicting information regarding installation costs and the subsequent savings to be made (Kirkwood, Harper and Jones, 2011, pp. 49-58)
The Harvard system

• The reference list


The Harvard system

• The reference list


The Harvard system

• In-text citations:
  – Text text text "citation citation" (author year, page(s)) text.
  – Text text text according to author (year, page(s)) "citation".
  – Text text text text citation citation citation citation citation citation citation citation citation citation citation (author year, page(s))

Text text text…
The Harvard system

• Different types of sources
  – Book:
    Last name, first name (year). Title: subtitle. xth edn., Place: publisher (series, number).

The Harvard system

• Different types of sources
  
  – **Chapter in a book:**


The Harvard system

• Different types of sources
  
  – Edited books:
    Last name, first name (ed.) (year). *Title: subtitle.* Place: publisher.

  – Books with more than than one author:
    Last name 1, first name 1, last name 2, first name 2 & last name 3, first name 3 (year). *Title: subtitle.* xth edition, Place: publisher.

  ➢ More than 3 authors? All names vs. *et. al.*
The Harvard system

• Different types of sources
  – Journal article:

  Last name of article author, first name (year). Article title: article subtitle. *Journal name*, volume(issue). pp. x-x.

The Harvard system

• Different types of sources

  – **Newspaper article:**
    
    Last name of article author, first name (year). Article title: article subtitle. *Newspaper name*, day month.

The Harvard system

• Different types of sources
  – **Reference books (encyclopedias):**
    
    *Last name of the reference book (year). Place: publisher.*
    
The Harvard system

• Different types of sources
  
  – **Dictionaries:**

  Dictionary publisher (year). *Full title of the dictionary.*
  Place: publisher.


  *Svenska akademiens ordlista över svenska språket.*
The Harvard system

• Different types of sources
  – **Blogs:**

    Last name of the author, first name (year). Blog post title. *Blog name [blog]*, day month. Link [date accessed]

The Harvard system

- **Film clips (e.g. on youtube):**
  
  Last name of clip maker, first name (year). *Clip title: clip subtitle* [video]. Link [date accessed].

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NDgqqPvMn0U [19 September 2014].
**The Harvard system**

- Different types of sources
  - **Web pages:**
    Last name of the author, first name (year). *Title: subtitle*. Link [date accessed].

AWELU project group, Lund University (2011). *Sources and Referencing.*
You have to be logged in with your StL identity in order to see the cite button (and get access to e-articles/e-books) when you are outside the Lund University network (e.g. at home).
Cite them right: the essential referencing guide / Richard Pears, Graham Shields

ISBN 1137273119
9. ed.
Basingstoke : Palgrave Macmillan, 2013
Engelska 120 s.
Series: Palgrave study skills

Bok
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